Athenex – Independent Oraxol Review

Independent biotech consultants commissioned to report on Oraxol clinical data of belief Athenex will not receive NDA.

November 13, 2019 – Viceroy commissioned a report from a highly reputable, independent biotech consulting firm into the prospective NDA approval for Oraxol. We have appended the report in its entirety for our readers.

- Consistent with previous expert opinions we have received in relation to Oraxol, this report concludes that “Oraxol will likely not secure approval following Athenex NDA submission in 1Q 2020.”
- Experts refute management claims in Q3 earnings call that “FDA previously provided positive feedback to Athenex that it would accept the results of this one pivotal trial for license application in the U.S. if the primary endpoint is met”, noting that there must also be an acceptable benefit/risk profile.
- Our Experts note that the treatment regimen for the IV Paclitaxel control group is a high-dose, three week regimen. This regimen has tested as inferior to the low-dose, weekly treatment. This would have created a much higher threshold for Oraxol’s primary endpoint.
  - It’s noteworthy that oral paclitaxel competitors, such as Daewa Pharmaceutical Co., have not shied away from this low-dose, weekly regimen as a higher threshold control.
- Differing outcomes in safety profile of Oraxol, when compared to IV paclitaxel, “is likely due to the delivery mechanism and formulation which includes the novel, unapproved PGP inhibitor HM30181A”. Our consultants believe this may prompt further studies into the Oraxol delivery method, consistent with our prior reporting about adverse effects.
- The report also highlights issues in relation to the rarity of the FDA approving drugs with no USA clinical patient data. This presents a greater question mark for Athenex, who have already announced plans to commercialize this in the USA.
- Experts have noted Athenex’s absence in providing any detail relating to Oraxol’s adverse effects, in particular those effects which are inconsistent with IV paclitaxel, such as GI complications.
- Viceroy elected to file all our findings to the SEC, FDA and New York Governor due to the highly irregular corporate governance and business practices committed by the company. We note the company have failed to address or deny one issue, despite repeated requests to identify one single falsity.

We await Athenex’s San Antonio presentation, which we believe will provide more granular detail.

---

**Viceroy remain short Athenex and maintain our price target of $2.83. Athenex management continue to ignore our reports or address any of the issues we have highlighted.**

---

**GLOSSARY - For ease of reading we have defined several terms that appear in the report.**

- NDA – New Drug Application
- IND – Investigational New Drug Application
- GCP – Good Clinical Practice
- ANDA – Abbreviated New Drug Application
- BLA – Biologics License Application
- PGP – P-Glycoprotein
- IV - Intravenous
- HM30181A – the PGP inhibitor in Oraxol, also known as encequidar
- GI – Gastrointestinal
- ORR – Overall Response Rate
- ITT – Intention-To-Treat
- PFS – Progression-Free Survival
- OS – Overall Survival
- mOS – Median Overall Survival
- AE – Adverse Effect(s)
Attention: Whistleblowers

Viceroy encourage any parties with information pertaining to misconduct within Athenex, its affiliates or any other entity to file a report with the appropriate regulatory body. We also understand first-hand the retaliation whistleblowers sometimes face for championing these issues. Where possible, Viceroy is happy act as intermediaries in providing information to regulators and reporting information in the public interest in order to protect the identities of whistleblowers. You can contact the Viceroy team via email on viceroy@viceroyresearch.com.

About Viceroy

Viceroy Research are an investigative financial research group. As global markets become increasingly opaque and complex – and traditional gatekeepers and safeguards often compromised – investors and shareholders are at greater risk than ever of being misled or uninformed by public companies and their promoters and sponsors. Our mission is to sift fact from fiction and encourage greater management accountability through transparency in reporting and disclosure by public companies and overall improve the quality of global capital markets.

Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing

This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research, information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in the public domain.

To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in everything we write; however, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied.

In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein, and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.
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Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any particular investment and/or strategy. As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a direct or indirect interest/position in all stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) and bonds covered herein, and therefore stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.
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Athenex Phase 3 Oraxol in Metastatic Breast Cancer Analysis

1. The data announcement¹ from the latest phase 3 trial for Oraxol in metastatic breast cancer patients appears to support an NDA filing as a head to head replacement for IV paclitaxel based on efficacy alone. The efficacy data that have been presented thus far are fairly straightforward, though it is difficult to fully evaluate the data without seeing graphs or all values, which should be presented at a conference in December of 2019. There are, however, several regulatory, safety and clinical trial design concerns (highlighted below) which lead [REDACTED] [Expert] to believe that Oraxol will likely not secure approval following Athenex NDA submission in 1Q 2020.

2. Regulatory concerns / Clinical trial design
   a) FDA communication
      i) It is important to note that Athenex has been in constant communication with the FDA regarding the development of Oraxol in metastatic breast cancer. This is important to note because it means that Athenex did not initiate this trial on its own but rather sought FDA guidance prior to initiating the Phase 3 clinical trial.
      ii) In January of 2018, Athenex received positive feedback from the FDA regarding the design of the Phase 3 study that is in question.¹
         (1) The FDA at this time also indicated that "if the study meets the primary endpoint with an acceptable Benefit/Risk profile, it could be adequate as a single comparative trial to support registration of Oraxol for a metastatic breast cancer indication in the United States."¹
         (a) On a recent earnings call³, Athenex stated that the “FDA previously provided positive feedback to Athenex that it would accept the results of this one pivotal trial for license application in the U.S. if the primary endpoint is met.”³
         (b) This is inaccurate as the quote in the previous bullet states that qualifications for approval were primary endpoint as well as “an acceptable benefit/risk profile”¹
         (2) [REDACTED] notes that approval following this single Phase 3 trial was stated to be dependent upon “successful completion” of the trial. [REDACTED] believes that, in spite of Athenex touting that they met their primary endpoint, there are significant red flags regarding dosing schedule, lack of clarity regarding data, IV paclitaxel efficacy, safety and other factors outlined below that point to the trial ultimately being unsuccessful.
      iii) On the latest quarterly earnings call⁴, Athenex indicated that they had been in communication with the FDA regarding the NDA submission and had targeted a submission 1Q 2020.
   b) Location
      i) There are several benefits to running trials in Latin America, none of which necessarily translate to increasing the chance a drug will be approved by the FDA, and often times decrease the chances of a drug being approved.
      (1) One benefit lies in being able to design your trial in such a way that gives you the best opportunity to come out with a positive result. Standard of care outside of the US, and especially in developing countries, is significantly lower quality than inside the US due to decreased regulations.
         (a) This is due not only to the lack of availability of new treatments, but also the physician’s experience/ability to administer these treatments.
         (b) Additionally, some cancer drugs would not be able to be evaluated head to head as a monotherapy in the US because standard of care utilizes a combination or sequential approach and recruiting patients who could be helped by combination standard of care to a monotherapy trial would be either unethical or extremely difficult. Whereas, in countries without access to current global standard of care, patients could still benefit from being involved in a monotherapy trial.

¹ Press release. Oraxol phase 3 data. 8/7/19. Link
² Press release. 01/16/19. Link
³ Athenex 2Q 2019 earnings call transcript. 8/7/19. Link
⁴ Athenex 3Q 2019 earnings call transcript. 10/8/19. Link
Another benefit to running this trial in Latin America is simply the reduced cost associated with the trial. The cost of clinical trials in Argentina, which had the most clinical trial sites listed for this trial, is estimated to be 48% of the cost for a US based trial. Argentina, Chile, and Columbia, which account for almost half of the clinical trial sites in Athenex's Phase 3 study of Oraxol all provide significant economic incentives for R&D activities performed within their country.

Trials can progress much more rapidly outside of the US, especially in developing countries as:

- Subjects are more readily available which translates to shorter recruitment periods and ultimately shorter clinical trials.
- Both patients and investigators are motivated to participate. Patients are motivated by availability of treatment they would otherwise not have access to while providers are motivated by helping patients and compensation.

Despite the benefits to running clinical trials outside the US, these must be weighed with the drawback of increased scrutiny.

Data from clinical trials entirely conducted outside of the US can be used in support of an NDA filing. Sponsors may choose to conduct a foreign study under an IND but are not required to do so. Foreign studies conducted under IND are required to comply with all applicable regulations of IND supported studies in the US. Studies not conducted under INDs are not subject to must be conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice (GCP) and the FDA reserves the right to validate data from the study through onsite inspections.

However, the most recent data from 2008 stated that only 0.7% of foreign clinical trial sites were inspected by the FDA, highlighting that this right of the FDA is not often exercised simply due to the abundance of clinical trials and lack of resources and manpower to inspect each site.

In spite of the apparent lack of oversight and slightly less stringent regulations for trials conducted outside the US, there appears to be increased scrutiny for these trials when the drug is being considered for approval by the FDA.

- This would be expected if there were adverse events in these foreign clinical trials, as was the case with the Phase 3 study of Oraxol.
- Experts in certain diseases have expressed the expectation of the FDA for at least a quarter of the patients enrolled in clinical trials to support a regulatory approval (NDA, ANDA, BLA) be in the US.

- Oraxol has been evaluated in zero patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in the US.
- Among FDA approvals through the first 2/3rds of 2017, only one drug had no patients enrolled in the US (Radicava, Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma), while two had slightly less than 25% (22% and 20%) and the rest had greater than 25%.
- "Companies aren’t told they must absolutely meet this threshold (25% of enrolled patients be in US) if they want to get their drugs approved, but they know they can expect a lot more scrutiny of their data if they don’t reach it."

[REDACTED] [Expert] notes that the location of the Phase 3 trial for Oraxol does not necessarily indicate approval or rejection of a regulatory filing, but since Oraxol will have no data from patients within the US when filing with the FDA, there will certainly be increased scrutiny of both efficacy and safety data, which point to the likelihood of rejection based on the reasons outlined below.

---

3 Presentation. FDA perspective on International Clinical Trials. Link
6 Worldwide R&D Incentives Reference Guide. 2018. Link
7 FDA Acceptance of Foreign Clinical Studies Not Conducted Under an IND Frequently Asked Questions. Link
8 Article. 9/10/17. Link
c) **Formulation**

i) Oraxol is an oral formulation of the tubulin-targeting chemotherapy paclitaxel combined with the P-glycoprotein pump (PGP) inhibitor HM30181A.  
   (1) PGP inhibitors prevent the efflux of various absorbed molecules back into the gastrointestinal tract, which would lead to excretion and decreased bioavailability following oral administration.

ii) Athenex is targeting a 505(b)(2) approval for Oraxol.  
   (1) 505(b)(2) approval is an abbreviated approval pathway which is used for drugs that are similar to other drugs that have already been approved.  
   (2) It is incumbent upon the applicant to provide sufficient evidence to support the comparison between approved drug product(s) and the product being proposed in the application (e.g. through bioavailability studies to show similar drug pharmacokinetics).  
   (3) FDA guidance states: "to the extent that the [approved] drug and the drug proposed in the 505(b)(2) application differ, the 505(b)(2) application must include sufficient data to support those differences."  
   (4) [REDACTED] [Expert] notes that the Oraxol formulation differs from other paclitaxel formulations by the PGP inhibitor HM30181A.

iii) Notably, HM30181A is a "novel" PGP inhibitor, which means that it has not been approved by the FDA for any indication.  
   (1) Because HM30181A is not FDA approved, there will likely be more scrutiny of the Phase 3 results, especially with reference to the safety outcomes (outlined below).  
   (2) If there had not been any safety issues, or if the safety profile of Oraxol was the same as IV paclitaxel, this novel formulation may have been able to achieve approval based on the FDA's positive feedback prior to the commencement of the trial.  
   (3) However, Athenex press release outlining their topline data revealed that there were GI adverse events (which do not occur with IV paclitaxel and have been shown with other PGP inhibitors) and an increase in neutropenia and infection associated with Oraxol.  
   (4) [REDACTED] [Expert] notes that the disparate safety profile of Oraxol is likely due to the delivery mechanism and formulation which includes the novel, unapproved PGP inhibitor HM30181A. The differing safety outcomes may prompt the FDA to require further studies to understand the relationship between HM30181A and the observed adverse events. The FDA may require a second confirmatory Phase 3 trial or potentially, though less likely, require evaluation of HM30181A in healthy volunteers to determine the contribution of this unapproved molecule to the GI events, neutropenia and infection.
3. Efficacy data

a) There is nothing out of the ordinary with this preliminary release of data as this is simply a comparison of two different arms with no subpopulation analysis shown yet.

b) One thing that is potentially odd is the ORR of control IV paclitaxel as it seems a bit low. This may be due to two reasons:

i) There has been a wide range of IV paclitaxel monotherapy ORRs in the literature (25%-78%. See Table at end noting some examples). A study in 2005, with the same dosing regimen used in the Oraxol phase 3 study, found similar ORR for IV paclitaxel. This indicates that there may be other factors which effect the ORR of paclitaxel monotherapy and could explain the fairly low ORR for IV paclitaxel in this Oraxol study population as well as the wide range noted in other studies.

(1) Of note, the highest ORR recorded for IV paclitaxel (78%) resulted from using a weekly, high-dose treatment regimen, which resulted in serious toxicities requiring dose modification, so that study probably isn’t a good comparison for the Oraxol study11.

(2) Additionally, the study with the next highest ORR (71%) evaluated the efficacy of weekly low-dose paclitaxel compared to standard high-dose every three weeks12. The weekly, low-dose from this study may be a better comparison for the 3 day QW dosing regimen of the Oraxol group. However, the standard every three weeks IV paclitaxel group from this study only showed an ORR of 35%, which is closer to the 24% from the IV paclitaxel in the Oraxol study.

ii) The second thing which could lower the ORR slightly is the inclusion of non-evaluable patients in their presented ORR. If you remove the non-evaluable patients for analysis, this will increase the ORR as there will be the same number of responses with a slightly smaller population. This appears to be the case for two reasons:

(1) They state that their analysis of ORR is based on ITT analysis, which includes all subjects randomized to the arm, regardless of their compliance, withdrawal, or anything else that happens after randomization which would eventually affect an accurate assessment of efficacy in that individual.

(2) They state later that they also did “analyses on populations excluding non-evaluable patients (which would give higher response rates)” which apparently also showed statistically significant differences. It is strange that they do not disclose these analyses at this time if they are also statistically significant. Perhaps, though the two groups are statistically different from each other, the difference between the absolute values of the ORR is not as striking as the ITT analysis.

(3) The exclusion of non-evaluable patients will likely not drastically increase ORR. Most likely, the ORR will increase by 1-4% in each arm, barring a large number of non-evaluable patients for each arm.

c) It is difficult to make any inference on the PFS or OS as this time as we are unable to see any graphs of the data.

d) Additionally, PFS and OS data may not be available in December when Athenex is planning to present a full topline dataset. Athenex said in their recent quarterly earnings call that they were waiting to hear back from the FDA to provide guidance regarding defining a new PFS and OS cut-off for regulatory submission.

i) [REDACTED] [Expert] notes that the initial feedback from the FDA prior to the start of the trial indicated that likelihood of approval was based on primary endpoint (ORR) and acceptable benefit/risk profile rather than the secondary endpoints of PFS and OS. This indicates that even if there is no statistically significant benefit for PFS and OS (which could be the case based on Athenex stating that they are seeing a “strong trend”), these data shouldn’t impact the decision by the FDA. It appears that only if Oraxol had a negative impact on PFS and OS, which [REDACTED] [Expert] does not expect to be the case, would these data influence the FDA.


5. Safety data

a) The lower incidence of neuropathy in the Oraxol group is impressive and is certainly one of the main advantages to the Oraxol formulation as dose limiting neuropathy is a serious side effect of paclitaxel.

b) It is interesting that Athenex doesn’t provide values for the neutropenia or gastrointestinal side effects.
   i) On their 2Q19 earnings call they describe the increase in grade 4 neutropenia and infection as "slight". Full data from this trial will not be released until later in 2019 at a breast cancer symposium in San Antonio on Dec 13th.
   ii) They also did not provide any more indication regarding the gastrointestinal side effects as they repeated what was said in the press release stating there were "more" in the oral paclitaxel group. The fact that they don't use any other descriptors for the GI side effects, and their lack of comment on the earnings call seems to indicate that there may be significantly more GI AEs.
   iii) Also, there is no mention of the grade of the GI AEs which points to potential for yet undisclosed severe (grade 3/4) GI side effects associated with Oraxol, which are most likely not associated with HM30181A rather than the paclitaxel part of Oraxol.

6. Treatment regimen

a) The use of paclitaxel monotherapy in this trial is a viable clinical regimen for the following reasons:
   i) The FDA reviewed their trial design, provided positive feedback and indicated that if the study meets the primary endpoint with an acceptable Benefit/Risk profile, it could be adequate as a single comparative trial to support registration of Oraxol for a metastatic breast cancer indication in the United States.
   ii) The 2017 National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN): Breast Cancer Guidelines stated that paclitaxel monotherapy was still a “preferred single agent” therapeutic modality in recurrent or metastatic breast cancer. However, there are many other single agents and chemotherapy combinations which are also used. There is also delineation between localized breast cancer and metastatic breast cancer and the suggested therapy regimens differ between the two groups. While AC-T (doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide followed by paclitaxel) is a preferred treatment regimen for localized HER2+/− breast cancer, it is not listed by NCCN as a preferred regimen for metastatic breast cancer. Also, NCCN does not list paclitaxel monotherapy as a treatment for localized breast cancer, which means that metastatic breast cancer is the correct population to test oral vs IV paclitaxel monotherapy.
   iii) The FDA injection label supports the use of paclitaxel as both an adjuvant (node positive breast cancer) and as a monotherapy (relapsed or metastatic breast cancer after failure of combination chemotherapy). This points to the current viability of paclitaxel monotherapy in the clinic.
   iv) Paclitaxel is also listed as a single agent chemotherapy for metastatic breast cancer on UpToDate in their entry entitled “Systemic treatment of metastatic breast cancer in women: Chemotherapy” updated on May 16, 2019.
   v) Other studies also use paclitaxel monotherapy as both a control and a treatment arm
      (1) Daehwa Pharmaceutical Co. is also developing an oral paclitaxel formulation (LipOraxol® solution) for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer.
      (2) They are doing a monotherapy Phase 2/3 in South Korea with IV monotherapy paclitaxel for their control.

---

16 Taxol injection label. pg 20. Link
17 CT.gov. Link
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b) It is strange that they chose the high-dose, three-week regimen rather than the low-dose, weekly regimen for paclitaxel, as that would have been a better comparison for 3x weekly oral paclitaxel.
   i) The low-dose, weekly regimen has been shown to improve overall survival compared with the high-dose, three-week schedule with a hazard ratio of 0.78.\(^{18}\)
   ii) [REDACTED] [Expert] notes that Athenex likely chose the high-dose, three-week regimen of IV paclitaxel as their comparison arm due to the decreased efficacy compared to the weekly regimen. This selection gave Oraxol the best chance of showing significantly better efficacy than IV paclitaxel.

7. Application
   a) Oraxol does seem to have potential to become a preferred method of administration of paclitaxel in some settings:
      i) As a monotherapy for the indication on the injection label (relapsed or metastatic breast cancer)
      ii) As an adjuvant in sequential treatment regimens (e.g. AC-T) as oral administration will be more convenient for the patient.
         (1) Again, combination chemotherapy has not been shown to improved OS as compared to sequential administration of single agents.
      iii) As a monotherapy for individuals with already induced neuropathy in most treatment regimens as Oraxol appears to have reduced neuropathy.
         (1) **However, it looks like there is some potential for trading neuropathy for GI side effects.** This may require a decision regarding which is more tolerable for the patient in the above applications.

8. Comparison to Abraxane (Nab-paclitaxel)
   a) Due to the hydrophobicity of paclitaxel, initial IV formulation preparations required solvents which resulted in serious hypersensitivity reactions.\(^{19}\)
      i) To combat these reactions, premedication with corticosteroids and antihistamines are often given to the patient prior to infusion.\(^{20}\)
   b) Abraxane is an albumin-bound formulation of paclitaxel which takes advantage of albumin’s ability to transport hydrophobic molecules within the body.\(^{19}\)
      i) This formulation does not require the use of toxic solvents, which eliminates the need for steroids or antihistamines prior to infusion.
   c) A large (n=454) phase 3 trial from 2001 comparing IV Abraxane (260 mg/m\(^2\)) to IV paclitaxel (175 mg/m\(^2\)) in metastatic breast cancer showed that, Abraxane monotherapy had an ORR of 33% compared to 19% for paclitaxel monotherapy, though there was no difference in the OS between the two groups.\(^{21,22}\)
      i) **Importantly, there were significantly lower grade 4 neutropenia toxicities in the Abraxane treated group compared to the IV paclitaxel group (10% vs 21%).**
         (1) Though there was significantly increased grade 3 neuropathy in the Abraxane group compared to IV paclitaxel (10% to 2%), this was easily managed by the attending physicians.
      ii) **This pivotal study showed that Abraxane administration was more effective against metastatic breast cancer and was accompanied by fewer side effects compared to IV paclitaxel.**

---


\(^{21}\) CT.gov. Link

However, a more recent study has shown that IV paclitaxel may actually be slightly more efficacious (though not statistically significant) when combined with bevacizumab.\textsuperscript{23} 

i) This is not a perfect comparison as this study used paclitaxel in combination, though this study does indicate that Abraxane is likely not superior to paclitaxel and is actually associated with higher rates of grade 3+ toxicity including neuropathy and hematologic toxicity.

e) Another recent combination study evaluated IV paclitaxel to IV Abraxane (each followed by epirubicin and cyclophosphamide) in 1,206 patients with primary breast cancer.\textsuperscript{24} 

i) This study showed a slight significant increase in disease free survival of Abraxane compared to paclitaxel. 

ii) However, this large Phase 3 study did not show any difference in overall survival between the two groups.

f) Abraxane also recently showed a lower ORR of 22%, an mOS of 10.4mo and an PFS of 6.8mo in a 90 patient retrospective study in metastatic breast cancer.\textsuperscript{25}

g)\textsuperscript{[REDACTED]} [Expert] notes that numerous trials comparing IV Abraxane vs IV paclitaxel in breast cancer have yielded somewhat inconclusive results. Overall, Abraxane efficacy appears to be at least not inferior to IV paclitaxel with a comparable, or slightly improved, safety profile (reduced grade 4 neutropenia in the pivotal study). Some have highlighted the improved disease-free survival of Abraxane compared to IV paclitaxel when used in combination chemotherapy regimens as an indication that perhaps Abraxane should be considered for standard of care in these patients.\textsuperscript{26} This would indicate that perhaps Athenex should have used Abraxane as their control treatment regimen; however, it is important to remember that the FDA provided positive feedback regarding the design of their Phase 3 trial, so they apparently considered IV paclitaxel as a suitable control treatment.

h) Athenex states on their 3Q 2019 earnings call that they have positive feedback on "pricing similar to the original Abraxane pricing."\textsuperscript{27} 

i) In addition to the efficacy and safety comparability, because Abraxane does not require premedication with corticosteroids or antihistamines, it represents an attractive alternative to the original IV paclitaxel formulation.

ii) In spite of the apparent contradictory results outlined above, Abraxane is often prescribed in an effort to prevent neuropathy and numbness associated with paclitaxel.\textsuperscript{28} 

iii) This "improved safety profile" has led to significantly increased pricing for Abraxane compared to standard paclitaxel.

iv) Original Abraxane pricing ($4,200/dose) when it was first approved in 2005 was 25x more than generic paclitaxel.\textsuperscript{29} 

v) Sources have stated that Abraxane pricing has risen to as high as $10,000/dose in 2015.\textsuperscript{28} 

vi) Celgene reported sales of Abraxane totaling $1.06B in 2018.\textsuperscript{30}

i)\textsuperscript{[REDACTED]} [Expert] believes that pricing of Abraxane is a good comparable for an approved Oraxol product as neither product requires premedication with corticosteroids or antihistamines due to their lack of inducing hypersensitivity reactions. Additionally, Oraxol does offer the added benefit of not requiring IV administration, albeit with additional safety issues. If approved, it appears likely that Oraxol could achieve similar pricing to the premium placed on Abraxane, though it is difficult to know if insurance companies would require generic paclitaxel first.

\textsuperscript{23} Rugo, H. et al. Randomized Phase III Trial of Paclitaxel Once Per Week Compared With Nanoparticle Albumin-Bound Nab-Paclitaxel Once Per Week or Ixabepilone With Bevacizumab As First-Line Chemotherapy for Locally Recurrent or Metastatic Breast Cancer: CALGB 40502/NCCTG N063H (Alliance). J Clin Oncol. 2015. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{24} Press release. 3/6/2019. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{25} De Luca, R. et al. Nab-paclitaxel in pretreated metastatic breast cancer: evaluation of activity, safety, and quality of life. Onco Targets Ther. 2019. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{26} Ross, M. et al. Nab-Paclitaxel: A New Standard of Care in Neoadjuvant Therapy of High-Risk Early Breast Cancer?. ASCO. 2019. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{27} Athenex 3Q 2019 earnings call transcript. 11/8/19. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{28} Article. U.S. cancer doctors drop pricey drugs with little or no effect. 10/8/15. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{29} Article. Hope, at $4,200 a Dose. 10/1/06. \textsuperscript{Link}

\textsuperscript{30} Press release. Celgene 2018 earnings. 1/31/19. \textsuperscript{Link}
Table: Various studies examining the efficacy and safety of single-agent paclitaxel in metastatic breast cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation (Source)</th>
<th>Therapy Regimen</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>OS (mo)</th>
<th>PFS (mo)</th>
<th>ORR (%)</th>
<th>Neuropathy (All)</th>
<th>Neuropathy (Grade 3+)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oraxol (Link)</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>205mg/m² 3x/wk</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>36.0%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV paclitaxel (Link)</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>175mg/m² 3wks</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td>57.0%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV paclitaxel (Link)</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>175mg/m² 3wks</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV paclitaxel (Link)</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>175mg/m² 3wks</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV paclitaxel (Link)</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>175mg/m² 3wks</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>35.5%</td>
<td>42.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV paclitaxel (Link)</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>80mg/m² 2/wk</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>71.6%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>